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Handbook of Research on Literacy and Diversity
"Stephen Kumalo, a church minister, receives a letter that changes his life. He
must leave his village and travel to the city of Johannesburg, where his sister is ill
and his son is lost. He has never been so far from home, and he is worried about
what he wil find there - but the situation is much worse than the could have
imagined." - back cover.

Journal of the House of the Representatives, Session of the
Legislature, State of Minnesota
Latino (or Hispanic) children are one of the fastest-growing groups in U.S. schools
today. On average, these students perform worse than Anglo students on
measures of academic achievement and other measures of academic success, and
their drop-out rate is high. There are schools of excellence among those serving
Latino children, but the majority of these children are placed "at risk" by schools
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and community institutions unable to build on the cultural, personal, and linguistic
strengths these children are likely to bring with them to school. Schools serving
Latino students need programs based on high-quality research, capable of being
replicated and adapted to local circumstances and needs. The purpose of this book
is to present the current state of the art with respect to research on effective
instructional programs for Latino students in elementary and secondary grades.
Surprisingly, this has not been done before; there are many books on the situation
of Latino students in U.S. schools, but none so far have reviewed research on the
outcomes of programs designed to enhance the academic achievement of these
students. The chapters represent a broad range of methodologies, from
experimental to correlational to descriptive, and the solutions they propose are
extremely diverse. Each examines, in its own way, programs and practices that are
showing success. Together, they present a rich array of research-based effective
programs that are practical, widely available, and likely to make a profound
difference. What binds the chapters together is a shared belief that Latino students
can succeed at the highest levels if they receive the quality of instruction they
deserve, and a shared belief that reform of schools serving many Latino students is
both possible and essential. This is a book filled with statistics, description, and
reviews of research--but even more, it is filled with optimism about what schools
for Latino students can be, and what these students will achieve. It is a highly
relevant and useful resource for educators, policymakers, and researchers who
want to use research to inform the decisions they make about how to help Latino
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students succeed in elementary and secondary schools, and beyond.

An African Elegy
A systematic review of research projects into the state of education in South Africa.

Bilingual Education
This is the first research handbook to address all dimensions of diversity that have
an impact on literacy achievement. Leading experts examine how teaching and
learning intersect with cultural and language differences and socioeconomic
disparities in today's increasingly diverse schools and communities. The volume
weaves compelling research findings together with theory, policy considerations,
and discussions of exemplary instructional practices. It offers fresh perspectives on
such topics as family literacy, multiliteracies, drawing on cultural resources in the
classroom, factors that promote success in high-poverty schools, equity issues, and
ways to teach specific literacy skills. The concluding section provides crucial
recommendations for teacher preparation and professional development.

X-kit Lit Series Fet:the Crucible
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Literature-based Instruction with English Language Learners,
K-12
International Handbook of English Language Teaching
The search for a means to an end to apartheid erupts into conflict between a black
township youth and his "old-fashioned" black teacher.

English in Context
This new teacher-friendly book offers a quick, efficient, easy-to-use tool--the
Classroom Assessment of Language Levels (CALL)--to assess the language levels of
English learners in grades K-12. Learn how to effectively use the tool utilizing direct
interview and small-group observation to determine students’ instructional levels
and needs. Get a variety of engaging, differentiated, Common Core-based
strategies that can be used post-assessment to help students at each level
improve their speaking and listening skills. Strategies to help all your ELLs optimize
their learning include Using interactive journals Creating chart stories Using
meaningful gestures Using cognates Exploring word origins And much, much more!
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Making Math Accessible for the At-Risk Student: Grades 7-12
More Spit 'n More Polish
This book takes a literature-based approach to how children learn language and
how it is taught in today's diverse K-12 classrooms. The material is based on the
belief that literature offers the most effective instructional approach for English
language learners. The book offers meaningful reading, writing, speaking, and
listening activities, as well as new understandings about the forms and functions of
written language. This is the first book that offers instructors guidance in
expanding the range of materials they use for teaching ESL by going beyond the
standard texts to include books of all kinds - children's literature, trade books,
magazines, and other media. "Voices from the Classroom: Scenarios from K-12
classrooms with English language learners" are provided throughout the chapters,
offering practical stories from teachers' points of view.K-12 Educators with diverse
student populations.

Cry, the Beloved Country
A method for utilizing state student achievement results and other qualitative and
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quantitative data is accompanied by easy-to-use templates, tools, and examples
on the accompanying CD-ROM.

An African Thunderstorm & Other Poems
Drawing on the latest research on development among toddlers and preschoolers,
At a Loss for Words lays out the importance of getting parents, policy makers, and
child care providers to recognize the role of early literacy skills in reducing the
achievement gap that begins before three years of age. Readers are guided
through home and classroom settings that promote language, contrasting them
with the "merely mediocre" child care settings in which more and more young
children spend increasing amounts of time. Too many of our young children are not
receiving the level of input and practice that will enable them to acquire language
skills—the key to success in school and life. Bardige explains how to build better
community support systems for children, and better public education, in order to
ensure that toddlers learn the power of language from their families and teachers.

Helping English Language Learners Meet the Common Core
What English Teachers Need to Know, a set of companion texts designed for preservice teachers and teachers new to the field of ELT, addresses the key question:
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What do English language teachers need to know and be able to do in order for
their students to learn English? These texts work for teachers across different
contexts (countries where English is the dominant language, one of the official
languages, or taught as a foreign language); different levels (elementary/primary,
secondary, college or university, or adult education); and different learning
purposes (general English, workplace English, English for academic purposes, or
English for specific purposes). Volume I, on understanding learning, provides the
background information that teachers need to know and be able to use in their
classroom. Volume II, on facilitating learning, covers the three main facets of
teaching: planning, instructing, and assessing. Volume III, on designing curriculum,
covers the contexts for, processes in, and types of ELT curricula—linguistic based,
content-based, learner-centered, and learning-centered. Throughout the three
volumes, the focus is on outcomes, that is, student learning. Features • Situated in
current research in the field of English language teaching and other disciplines that
inform it • Sample data, including classroom vignettes • Three kinds of
activities/tasks: Reflect, Explore, and Expand

Using Web 2.0 and Social Networking Tools in the K-12
Classroom
Here's a book that describes Web 2.0 tools in-depth, models Web 2.0 tools through
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classroom examples, explains how to get started with each tool, presents practical
unit plans illustrating the use of Web 2.0 in the K-12 content-area curricula, and
identifies and describes what tools are most useful to educators for networking,
productivity and insight into the technologies. Part 1 of each chapter answers
many questions you will have about Web 2.0 and social networking tools: What is
the tool? Why use it with students? How are K-12 classrooms using the tool? Can
you provide me with specific examples for my science, history, or language arts
curriculum? Part 2 describes specific tools and the steps to get started. Part 3
contains a detailed sample unit plan, teacher exercises and a summary following.
Screen shots of websites are used to make the advice straightforward and easy to
understand. You'll find an entire chapter on special instruction for ESL students
with objectives, tools, and K-12 classroom examples. To help you implement Web
2.0 tools beyond the curriculum, there's even a chapter devoted to technology
tools specifically designed for teachers and librarians to use for personal
productivity, communication, and collaboration. The conclusion offers ideas for
integrating Web 2.0 in art, music, and health. Exciting examples of the book's
contents include: Collaborating and Communicating with Blogs Creating
Multidisciplinary Wikis Google Tools: Enhancing Instruction in the Science
Curriculum K-12 Classrooms Join the Social Networking Revolution Using
VoiceThread and Video to Improve Language Development Creating Community In
addition to the great content you'll find in the book, Using Web 2.0 and Social
Networking Tools in the K-12 Classroom features a companion Web site that
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provides the most current curriculum examples from pioneering educators around
the world, as well as up-to-date exercises and lessons in subject areas and grade
levels.

Reflections on School Integration
Language acquisition is a human endeavor par excellence. As children, all human
beings learn to understand and speak at least one language: their mother tongue.
It is a process that seems to take place without any obvious effort. Second
language learning, particularly among adults, causes more difficulty. The purpose
of this series is to compile a collection of high-quality monographs on language
acquisition. The series serves the needs of everyone who wants to know more
about the problem of language acquisition in general and/or about language
acquisition in specific contexts.

Public School Student Records Questionnaire
Teaching Vocabulary to English Language Learners
This dynamic book provides powerful ideas to guide pedagogy and a curriculum
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model for helping students connect with issues in their lives while meeting
standards. Vivid portraits of K12 classrooms illustrate how teachers used a human
rights framework to engage students in critical inquiry of relevant social issues,
such as immigration rights, religious tolerance, racial equality, countering the
effects of poverty, and respect for people with disabilities. The book shows how a
group of teachers worked together to develop a critical content framework using
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. Chapters highlight lively classroom
and community action projects.

Selected Readings on Global Information Technology:
Contemporary Applications
Educating dual language learners (DLLs) and English learners (ELs) effectively is a
national challenge with consequences both for individuals and for American
society. Despite their linguistic, cognitive, and social potential, many ELsâ€"who
account for more than 9 percent of enrollment in grades K-12 in U.S. schoolsâ€"are
struggling to meet the requirements for academic success, and their prospects for
success in postsecondary education and in the workforce are jeopardized as a
result. Promoting the Educational Success of Children and Youth Learning English:
Promising Futures examines how evidence based on research relevant to the
development of DLLs/ELs from birth to age 21 can inform education and health
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policies and related practices that can result in better educational outcomes. This
report makes recommendations for policy, practice, and research and data
collection focused on addressing the challenges in caring for and educating
DLLs/ELs from birth to grade 12.

California Public Schools
The revised PreK-12 English Language Proficiency Standards build on the WorldClass Instructional Design and Assessments (WIDA) Consortium's English Language
Proficiency Standards for English Language Learners in Kindergarten through
Grade 12 (Wisconsin, 2004). The WIDA Consortium is a group of ten states, formed
in 2002 with federal monies, that has developed comprehensive English language
proficiency standards. This volume also uses grade-level clusters that reflect
current educational configurations in the United States. Each of the five language
proficiency standards is divided into the four language domains of listening,
speaking, reading and writing. The five levels of language proficiency reflect
characteristics of language performance at each developmental stage and include:
starting (L1), emerging (L2), developing (L3), expanding (L4), and bridging (L5).

Finders Keepers
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This invaluable collection of activities and strategies will empower teachers to help
students who are struggling with math. • Provides 73 reproducible student
activities covering critical topics in prealgebra, algebra, and geometry • Offers
more than 20 strategies for keeping at-risk students engaged in the classroom •
Includes a valuable CD containing all the reproducibles in the book • Contains a full
complement of learning tools for educators, including instructional games, math
songs, student tool pages, "first week of school" activities, and 33 teacher pages •
Includes charts, graphs, and tables to help at-risk students achieve standards in
math

X-Kit FET Grade 11&12 English Home Language
Promoting the Educational Success of Children and Youth
Learning English
Using Data to Improve Student Learning in High Schools
My Children! My Africa! (TCG Edition)
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Provides an introduction to bilingual education, covering such issues as its
evolution in the United States and relation to educational and civil rights reform,
and comparing international bilingual education programs.

World Yearbook of Education 2017
In today's increasingly interconnected, knowledge-based world, language policy in
higher education is rapidly becoming a crucial area for all societies aiming to play
a part in the global economy. The challenge is double faceted: how can universities
retain their crucial role of creating the intellectual elites who are indispensable for
the running of national affairs and, at the same time, prepare their best-educated
citizens for competition in a global market? To what extent is English really
pushing other languages out of the academic environment? Drawing on the
experience of several medium-sized language communities, this volume provides
the reader with some important insights into how language policies can be
successfully implemented. The different sociolinguistic contexts under scrutiny
offer an invaluable comparative standpoint to understand what position can – or
could – be occupied by each language at the level of higher education.

Reframing Teacher Leadership to Improve Your School
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When 16-year-old Lufano leaves Jozi to start a new life in Cape Town with her
family, she is running from her past. She doesn't realise it's about to get even
tougher. she is bullied at school for her dark skin and her Venda heritage, and her
parents are not happy about her friendship with Mandla, a Xhosa chief's son. When
a strike at the factory where her parents work turns violent, it seems as though her
whole world is about to explode

Teaching Language
X-kit FET Grade 11&12 English First Additional Language
At A Loss For Words
Dreams are the currency of Okri's writing, particularly in this first book of poems,
An African Elegy, but also in his books of short stories and prize-winning novel The
Famished Road. Okri's dreams are made on the stuff of Africa's colossal economic
and political problems, and reading the poems is to experience a constant
succession of metaphors of resolution in both senses of the word. Virtually every
poem contains an exhortation to climb out of the African miasma, and virtually
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every poem harvests the dream of itself with an upbeat restorative ending' - Giles
Foden, Times Literary Supplement

What English Language Teachers Need to Know Volume III
School integration means, among other things, that the divisions created by
apartheid need to be addressed systematically and systemically. Integration is not
merely about changing the racial demographics of learner and educator bodies. It
means schools changing to meet the needs of all children, fostering meaningful
interaction among learners in the classroom, on the playground and in extra-mural
activities as well as instilling a human rights culture. It means constructing
curricula, texts and pedagogies that are informed by a democratic ethos and it
requires teachers, school managers and communities that are equipped to
promote a democratic school environment. In short, it is about inclusivity and
social cohesion. And the issue of integration is as pertinent internationally as it is in
South Africa - questions of race, racism, citizenship and diversity are central to
school systems throughout the world. This book contains the proceedings of a
colloquium held in October 2003, attended by leading South African and
international researchers, to take stock of the status quo in school integration and
identify new directions research should be taking to support the process of change.
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Multilingual Universities in South Africa
Language Policy in Higher Education
South African universities face major challenges in meeting the needs of their
students in the area of academic language and literacy. The dominant medium of
instruction in the universities is English and, to a much lesser extent, Afrikaans, but
only a minority of the national population are native speakers of these languages.
Nine other languages can be media of instruction in schools, which makes the
transition to tertiary education difficult enough in itself for students from these
schools. The focus of this book is on procedures for assessing the academic
language and literacy levels and needs of students, not in order to exclude
students from higher education but rather to identify those who would benefit from
further development of their ability in order to undertake their degree studies
successfully. The volume also aims to bring the innovative solutions designed by
South African educators to a wider international audience.

PreK-12 English Language Proficiency Standards
This two volume handbook provides a comprehensive examination of policy,
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practice, research and theory related to English Language Teaching in international
contexts. More than 70 chapters highlight the research foundation for best
practices, frameworks for policy decisions, and areas of consensus and controversy
in second language acquisition and pedagogy. The Handbook provides a unique
resource for policy makers, educational administrators, and researchers concerned
with meeting the increasing demand for effective English language teaching. It
offers a strongly socio-cultural view of language learning and teaching. It is
comprehensive and global in perspective with a range of fresh new voices in
English language teaching research.

Bilingualism and Migration
"This book offers articles focused on key issues concerning the development,
design, and analysis of global IT"--Provided by publisher.

Imagined World
Building on Michael Graves's bestseller, The Vocabulary Book, this new resource
offers a comprehensive plan for vocabulary instruction that K–12 teachers can use
with English language learners. It is broad enough to include instruction for
students who are just beginning to build their English vocabularies, as well as for
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students whose English vocabularies are approaching those of native speakers.
The authors describe a four-pronged program that follows these key components:
providing rich and varied language experiences; teaching individual words;
teaching word learning strategies; and fostering word consciousness. This userfriendly book integrates up-to-date research on best practices into each chapter
and includes vignettes, classroom activities, sample lessons, a list of children's
literature, and more.

Effective Programs for Latino Students
Focusing on the use of African languages in higher education, this book showcases
South African higher education practitioners’ attempts to promote a multilingual
ethos in their classes. It is a first-time overview of multilingual teaching and
learning strategies that have been tried and tested in a number of higher
education institutions in South Africa. Despite language-in-education policies that
extol the virtues of multilingualism, practice remains oriented towards English-only
learning and teaching. In the multilingual contexts of local campuses, this book
shows how students and lecturers attempt to understand their multiple identities
and use the available languages to create multilingual learning environments.

Handbook of U.S. Latino Psychology
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This latest volume in the World Yearbook of Education series examines the
relationship between assessment systems and efforts to advance equity in
education at a time of growing inequalities. It focuses on the political motives
behind the expansion of an assessment industry, the associated expansion of an
SEN industry and a growth in consequential accountability systems. Split into three
key sections, the first part is concerned with the assessment industry, and
considers the purpose and function of assessment in policy and politics and the
political context in which particular assessment practices have emerged. Part II of
the book, on assessing deviance, explores those assessment and identification
practices that seek to classify different categories of learners, including children
with Limited English Proficiency, with special needs and disabilities and with
behavioural problems. The final part of the book considers the consequences of
assessment and the possibility of fairer and more equitable alternatives, examining
the production of inequalities within assessment in relation to race, class, gender
and disability. Discussing in detail the complex historical intersections of
assessment and educational equity with particular attention to the implications for
marginalised populations of students and their families, this volume seeks to
provide reframings and reconceptualisations of assessment and identification by
offering new insights into economic and cultural trends influencing them. Co-edited
by two internationally renowned scholars, Julie Allan and Alfredo J. Artiles, World
Yearbook of Education 2017 will be a valuable resource for researchers, graduates
and policy makers who are interested in the economic trends of global education
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assessment.

Assessing Academic Literacy in a Multilingual Society
Congratulations to Aida Hurtado and Karina Cervantez- winners of the 2009
Women of Color Psychologies Award! This award, given by the Association of
Women in Psychology Association, is voted on by AWP members for contributions
of new knowledge and importance to the advancement of the psychology of
women of color. Offering broad coverage of all U.S. Latino groups, this volume
synthesizes cutting-edge research and methodological advances and provides
culturally sophisticated information that can be used by researchers, policy
makers, and practitioners. The editors and contributing authors summarize
theories and conceptual models that can further our understanding of the
development and adaptation of U.S. Latino populations. In addition, they focus on
the importance of cultural sensitivity and competence in research and intervention
approaches and how to achieve it. Key Features • Highlights the normative
development and strengths of U.S. Latino populations • Elaborates on the
heterogeneity of Latinos in that it does not assume that all Latino populations, and
the contexts of their development, are identical. • Emphasizes on cultural
sensitivity and competence at all levels • Focuses on the importance of cultural
identity amongst Latinos and its contribution to healthy developmental outcomes.
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Getting Schools Working
Do you want your school or district to truly become a learning organization? How
do you foster lasting and meaningful change? How do you avoid rejection of your
new approach to teaching and learning? If you've been involved in a school change
effort, you most likely have struggled with these questions. To ease this struggle,
Douglas B. Reeves has proposed a new framework to promote effective change
efforts through teacher leadership. In this book, you will explore not only cuttingedge research findings, but also practical applications that can help improve
student achievement and educational equity. You can learn how to achieve lasting
results as an educator and school leader. You can learn from other teacher
researchers how to infuse your classroom, school, or district with enthusiasm,
meaningful teaching, improved results, and greater satisfaction. Even as you strive
for innovation, you naturally want to avoid having the next new thing become the
latest old thing. To achieve lasting change, educators must embrace evidencebased decision making rather than the fact-free debate. Reeves has found that
educators more readily accept decisions they disagree with if they believe the
decision-making process was fair--not based on opinion or hierarchy. Reeves aims
for you to help him build a network of teacher leaders based on this new evidencebased framework that will foster resilient learning organizations. Come
along--explore, act, and share. Note: This product listing is for the Adobe Acrobat
(PDF) version of the book.
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A Critical Inquiry Framework for K-12 Teachers
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